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Newcomen Awards in Business History
For the best article published in the Business History Review during the previous year

the Society will award a prize of $300 and a scroll. For the best article published in the
Business History Review during the previous year by a graduate student or a recent
Ph.D. who has not published a book in business history, the Society will award a special
prize of $150 and a scroll. Criteria for selection include: originality, value, breadth and
interest of contibution, quality of research materials and methods, and quality of pre-
sentation.

Winners will be selected by a panel of judges consisting of the editors and the members
of the editorial board of the Business History Review, none of whom shall be eligible to
receive a prize. The awards are administered by the editorial office of the Review. No
special prize will be awarded in years when, in the opinion of the judges, no eligible
article suitable for the prize was published, and no person may be awarded both prizes
in any one year.

ANNOUNCING l&A'&WZ PRESENTED BY
THREE AWARDS ^%M%f& THE NEWCOMEN

IN /^/S/P^k S0CIETYIN

BUSINESS HISTORY m&JWCf^ NORTH AMERICA

Thomas Newcomen Book Award in Business History
The Newcomen Society in North America, in cooperation with the Business History

Review, will award in 1985 the eighth in a series of triennial prizes consisting of $1000
and a scroll for the best book on the history of business published in the United States
during the years 1982-1984. "Business history" is defined in its broadest sense to include
not only the history of firms or industries, but books tracing interactions of businessmen,
analyses of business philosophy or behavior, and studies of the adjustment of businesses
and businessmen to their economic, political, and social environments. Criteria tor selec-
tion will include contribution to knowledge, depth of analysis, soundness of reasoning,
clarity of style and organization, and general readability and format.

Judges for the 1985 award will be announced at an appropriate time by the Harvard
Graduate School of Business Administration and The Newcomen Society in North Amer-
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^^New from - -
Queensland

Conflict and Coal
A Case Study of Industrial Relations
in the Open-Cut Mining Industry
of Central Queensland
KEVIN HINCE
A thorough yet fascinating exploration of
coal mining in Queensland, Australia—of
the Bowen Basin, open-cuts, export
markets and the Utah Development Co. a
GE subsidiary and mostly U.S. owned. In
studying the structure of Utah and the role
of workers, unions, managers, and
government the author in fact lays open the
entire industrial relations pattern of both an
industry and a company.
250 pages tables $36.50

Black Sands
A History of the Mineral Sand Mining
Industry in Eastern Australia
I.W. MORLEY
"A colorful history of the beaches and
industry . . . neatly packaged, well-
balanced, scholarly and enjoyable-to-read
. . . of value to educators, geologists,
developers of equipment . . . good reading
for mining and metal industry executives,
and no-one connected with titanium should
miss reading it . . . a significant contribution
to the literature on mining and metallurgy."
—John P. Ruth in American Metal Market
278 pages
$36.50

many illus., tables, maps.

Promoting Industry-
Recent Australian Political Experience
PETER LOVEDAY
A detailed historical analysis of government-
industry relations, concentrating on the
nontariff side of industry promotion and
regulation with focus on export finance,
development finance and regulation of
foreign investment. Describes the
administrative machinery, role of political
parties, and activities of industry pressure
groups. Offers contrasting case studies in
petrochemicals and aluminum.
233 pages tables
$17.50 hardcover / $9.50 paperback

Coal in Queensland
The First Fifty Years
R.L. WHITMORE
Traces the threads of human endeavour
through a tangled web of ge61ogical
uncertainty, political intrigue and
technological fumbling, to the emergence of
a small but cohesive industry, ready to fight
for a foothold in overseas markets. The
glimmerings of trade unionism and
government regulation had developed.
Excellent illustrations, original documents
and plans, and detailed maps of the mined
areas.
185 pages many plates, documents,
figures, maps $24.50
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